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RIGHTLY SAID BY Epictetus “the greater the difficulty the more glory is in 

surmounting it. Skillful pilots gain their reputation from storms and tempests”. 

The mid year 2017 witnessed a lot of hustle and bustle and curiosity 

amongst students mainly due to the delay caused by CBSE Board to declare 

Std. X result. This year the result of Modern. Sr. Sec. School were 

extraordinary remarkable. The students of X and XII have brought laurels to 

their school by outshining in academics this year. The persistent effort of 

students and able guidance and teaching by our worthy teachers have yielded 

sweet results. Finally the students are triumphants and have achieved their 

goals. The continuous efforts and hardwork of students when integrated with 

well planned studying and test schedule held in our school at regular intervals 

along with support and motivation provided by their families helped the 

students to reach heights. On the day of declaration of results, their joy knew 

no bounds. They were extremely happy and joyous. Out of 151 students, 17 

students scored 10 CGPA which made the school management and teaching 



faculty proud. Similarly in standard XII Muskan of Science stream scored 94% 

marks, Eshita Goyal of Commerce stream scored 92.2% marks while Navjot 

Kaur of Humanities scored 95% marks.  

Our worthy Principal Mrs. Tripatjit Kaur and the whole staff 

congratulated the students for their excellent performance. 

The student life is that phase of an individual where one learns the most and 

has potential to achieve the highest. Their dedication, hardwork, focus, and 

determination has helped them to overcome the obstacles and failures which 

they faced on their road to success. 

They teach us all a pricessless lesson that success is no accident but it is 

a result of one’s honesty, character, integrity, faith, love and loyalty. Success 

can never be measured by one’s intellect or knowledge but by one’s 

determination and efforts. The school provides full support and guidance to all 

the students to bloom and outshine. They provide us with opportunities to rise 

and shine along with counseling required to take right decision at right time. 

We wish that all our rising stars do something extraordinary and pursue their 

career and reach to the zenith. For them the sky is the limit. 


